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The Great Depression

*Widespread unemployment 
and poverty in the 1930’s







CAUSES



CAUSES
1. Laissez- Faire/Free Enterprise 

Attitudes
2. Overproduction of goods
3. Stock Market Over speculation
4. Installment/Buying things on 

margin







A stock represents partial 
ownership of a company (shares) 









Stock Market Crash (1929)

*Black Tuesday/Wall-Street 
Crash

*4 day collapse of stock prices= 
Panic sell-off assets 









Bank Runs = Bank Failures

*People panic, run to 
withdraw savings, but 
banks don’t have all 
$$$





Banks don’t 
have their $$$ 

(used for loans)

People want 
their $$$

Banks need loan 
$$$ repaid

People can’t 
repay loans 

because they 
have no $$$



EFFECTS



Unemployment 

*Unemployment rate rose 
above 25% (companies had 
to fire a lot of people b/c 
they were not making $)





Breadlines

*A line of people waiting to 
receive free food from gov.

*POVERTY





Hooverville (Shanty Town)

*Slum shelters form 
outside of cities













The Dust Bowl
*Poor farming techniques + 
drought= farmers suffer in Great 
Plains









Franklin D. Roosevelt (FDR)
*Elected President in 1933

*New Deal programs

*Democrat





President Franklin D. Roosevelt (F.D.R.)





New Deal

*Federal programs to help 
the American economy 
(relief, recovery, and 
reform)= strong gov. control 



Big Question
How did the U.S. government help 

the poor in the 1930s?



THE NEW DEAL



What ideas is the U.S. economy founded on?



What ideas is the U.S. economy founded on?

Capitalism 
Free Enterprise System
Free- Market
Lassiez-Faire 



What does the U.S. federal government do?



The Federal Government



Who do you think should have more power 
in making school decisions?

Dr. Landa

OR

The Teachers ☺



FEDERALISM (10th Amendment)

Federal Government     V.S.    State Governments



FEDERALISM (10th Amendment)

Who do you think should have more power?



Herbert Hoover Franklin D. Roosevelt 
(F.D.R.)

*1929 to 1933
*Republican
*Lassiez-Faire= Less gov. control
*Smoot Hawley Tariff

*1933-1945
*Democrat
*Federal government should get more 
involved in the economy
*STRONG government control 





Why do you think people will…

Like F.D.R. and the New Deal?

Dislike F.D.R. and the New Deal?





Court Packing

*To pass New Deal 
programs, FDR tried to add 
more people to the 
Supreme Court in his favor.





Fire Side Chats 

*FDR used the radio to 
speak to Americans 
and try to calm them 
down


